INSTALLATION
GUIDE

dECO BLADES

dECO Blades with Verto™ and
Rondo KEY-LOCK® Grid System Integration

The Verto Suspension system that supports the dECO Blades has been designed to
integrate directly into the Rondo KEY-LOCK® 139 Joining Clip.
To Install this system please ensure you have Rondo's Installation Instructions on hand.

Components:

Connector

End Caps

Aluminium Extrusion

Snap Covers

Tools you'll need:

Drop Saw

Measuring Tape

Drill

Pencil

Level

Step 1

Step 3

Assemble Rondo KEY-LOCK® Ceiling
System as per the RONDO Instructions.

Secure Verto extrusion to Top Cross
Rail at a maximum of 600mm apart or
at appropriate spacings for your lining
choice. Ensure a 5-10mm clearance is
left between end of the Verto extrusion
and the wall, if installing to the edge of
the room.

Click Here
Install the KEY-LOCK® system up to step 7
before referring to this installation

Step 2
In the area you are installing the dECO
Blades with the Verto suspension system,
slide the 139 Joiner Clip directly onto the
Verto extrusion (instead of the Rondo
furring channel) and click into Top Cross
Rail firmly. Ensure 139 clip engages in both
sides "click-clack".

3.

Step 4
Framing can be leveled by adjusting the
2534 Clip by squeezing tabs together.
Refer to Rondo KEY-LOCK® Installation
guide for further instructions on this.

Step 5 and 6
Snap your first acoustic blade flush
to the edge of the Verto extrusion.

2.
When installing Verto, please refer to Design
Guide for Engineer certified design tables.

5.

6.
Step 7, 8 and 9
NOTE: Trim the Snap Cover into the required
size to use as the snap cover/spacer for
the dECO Blades using a drop saw. Ensure
you consider the thickness of the acoustic
panels when determining a spacing size
to cover the entire 2.5m. Refer to dECO
Blades Data Sheet for recommended
spacing at csrmartini.com.au

Insert the Snap Covers
near the first blade
you have already
installed and
slide across.

9.
Step 10, 11 and 12
Continue until you have positioned
all blades and snap covers across
the entire system.

10.

7.

11.

8.

12.

Step 13
For modular setup use supplied connector.

13.
NOTE: Maximum of 4 connectors can be
used in a row. If extending further than
4 lengths, a small gap between Verto
channels is required before restart.

